We discuss an improved edge detection method with non-uniform assembly coefficients and self-adaptive merge weights for RGB image based on morphology operators and gradient. First, we present edge detection with non-uniform assembly coefficients for grey-level image, while previous methods are with uniform assembly coefficients. And then, we discuss edge detection with non-uniform assembly coefficients and equal merge weights by means of multi-scales structure elements for RGB image. Finally, we propose an improved edge detection method with non-uniform assembly coefficients and self-adaptive merge weights for RGB image. The experimental results show that our method has improved the performance of edge detection.
Introduction
Edge detection aims to locate edge pixels in an image, which is used for subsequent image processing. Since Roberts 1 proposed an operator for edge detection in 1965, some edge detection methods, such as Sobel 2 , Canny 3 , and LOG, have been proposed. The mathematical morphology was extended to image processing and edge detection by Serra 5 in 1982, which has advantages of anti-noise and simple operations. The edge detection method based on morphology operators has been used in many fields. The related studies 6 show that the edge detection algorithms based on mathematical morphology can be divided into two phases: choosing structure elements and determining morphology operations. The morphology operations have been defined, which has definite operation rules, so choosing appropriate structure elements has significance for improving the performance of edge detection. In this paper, we give the improved edge detection algorithms with non-uniform assembly coefficients and self-adaptive merge weights for RGB image.
Related Work
The principle of morphology-based edge detection is to choose structure elements with specific shapes to detect edges in an image. The previous edge detection methods use multi-directional structure elements to detect edges and assemble the edge images with equal coefficients, i.e., the contributions of structure elements to the final edge image are equal. The 5 5 structure elements in 8 directions are shown in Figure 1 . In 2008, Xiao etal. 7 proposed an edge detection method using structure elements with multi-scales and multi-directions, which is an improvement on that with multi-directional structure elements. The previous edge detection algorithms first use multi-directional structure elements to detect edges in an image and then assemble the edge images with equal coefficients. They suppose that each structure element has equal contribution to the final edge image. For the image shown in Figure 2(a) , the edge detection results using equal assembly coefficients are shown in Figure 2(b) . We decrease the assembly coefficient of horizontal structure element and increase the assembly coefficient of vertical structure element. The edge detection results change significantly, as shown in Figure 2 (c). It can be observed that the assembly coefficients have significant effects on edge detection. Therefore, selecting reasonable assembly coefficients can improve edge detection results when compared with equal assembly coefficients. The ideal case is to compute the assembly coefficients according to the image features. The edge detection result using the previous edge detection algorithm with multi-directional structure elements and equal assembly coefficients; (c) The edge detection result when decreasing the assembly coefficient of horizontal structure element and increasing that of vertical structure element.
Edge Detection with Non-Uniform Assembly Coefficients for Grey-level Image
For a grey-level image, the difference of pixel-values between a center pixel and a surrounding pixel in a certain small region can measure the change of grey-level values, so it can represent the probability of the center pixel being
